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inserting image to blog post opens file gallery instead of image gallery

Status
 Closed

Subject
inserting image to blog post opens file gallery instead of image gallery

Version
12.x

Category
Less than 30-minutes fix

Feature
Blog

Resolution status
New

Submitted by
Uwe Altmann

Lastmod by
Gary Cunningham-Lee

Rating
     (0) 

Description
While editing a blog entry, inserting an image by clicking Icon "choose or upload images" will lead
user to file gallery (<tiki-root>/tiki-
upload_file.php?galleryId=1&view=browse&filegals_manager=blogedit).
btw: This is the same as clicking on "choose or upload files" - icon does. In this case it's ok 

Expected: It leads user to image galleries instead (<tiki-root> /tiki-upload_image.php or <tiki-
root>/galleries or something like that).

Importance
4

Easy to solve?
10 easy

Priority
40

Demonstrate Bug (Tiki 19+)
Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tiki.org
Version:  Create show2.tiki.org instancetrunk ▼

Demonstrate Bug (older Tiki versions)
Please demonstrate your bug on show.tikiwiki.org
Version:  Create show.tikiwiki.org instance18.x ▼

Ticket ID

https://dev.tiki.org/item5592-inserting-image-to-blog-post-opens-file-gallery-instead-of-image-gallery
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Created
Saturday 14 March, 2015 11:24:22 GMT-0000
by Uwe Altmann

LastModif
Wednesday 20 May, 2015 12:39:50 GMT-0000

Comments

Gary Cunningham-Lee 16 Mar 15 13:19 GMT-0000

The image gallery has been a deprecated feature for several years. The idea is that the file gallery can
handle images as well as other kinds of files so there is no need to duplicate the code with two gallery
features. As far as I know, the link to insert an image has opened a file gallery for several Tiki versions
now. There's a warning icon on Image Gallery in the Admin-Features page indicating "You can use file
galleries instead." This should probably say "You should use file galleries instead."

Uwe Altmann 25 May 15 09:54 GMT-0000

Hi Lee
Thanks for the info - I didn't know that before. But then… https://dev.tiki.org/item5678?" class="wiki
wikinew text-danger tips">https://dev.tiki.org/item5678?

Attachments

 filename created hits comment version filetype  

No attachments for this item

The original document is available at
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